Project Coordination
Well organised management of both technical and non-technical work programmes is vital to the success of exploration
projects. In the changing economic climate and nature of the mining industry, investors and are looking for more than
geologically robust exploration and a deposit of merit. Exploration companies now need to demonstrate that investment is
used effectively to advance a project quickly and comprehensively without undue expenditure.
By employing dedicated project coordinators, geologists are able to focus on the technical challenges of developing a
mineral deposit, rather than having to dedicate time to the day-to-day challenges of budgets, contracts, logistics and
stakeholder engagement.

SRK ES offers;
Experience of coordinating small reconnaissance trips
involving a few geologists and local guides, through to
much larger projects involving semi-permanent camps,

Expertise in identification of specialist technical
contractors and negotiation of contracts for items such
as drilling, geophysical surveys and assay of samples at

over 100 technical and support staff and multiple
simultaneous exploration work programmes for many

geochemical laboratories. SRK ES provides such advice
and makes decisions and recommendations based on

months. Dedicated project coordinators are vital in the
proper management of such diverse projects, particularly
in infrastructure and resource poor areas in which

sound technical understanding of what is needed to
develop the project, coupled with commercial knowledge
and an understanding of the budgetary and time

mineral exploration so frequently happens.

constraints of the project.

Scheduling and budget control to ensure that phases of
work are completed in a timely manner and do not incur

Liaison and engagement with all key stakeholders at
regular intervals to ensure they are kept informed of

additional overrun costs. Coordinating multiple field
teams, contractors and local staff to efficiently collect

exploration activities that affect them. This includes any
mandatory governmental meetings or reporting as well

field data critical to the technical advancement of the
project has to be balanced with monitoring stock levels,
reporting deadlines and keeping clients informed on

as discussions with local communities who’s livelihoods
will likely be impacted significantly by the changes and
opportunities provided by exploration and possible future

progress.

mining activities.

SRK ES is well suited to organising and implementing comprehensive technical programmes of work that rigorously test
the geological credentials of deposits. SRK ES can provide experienced project managers to coordinate the multitude of
activities vital to the effective and cost efficient progress of a project.
To find out more about our technical services or discuss your project specific needs, please contact us;
SRK Exploration Services Ltd
12 St. Andrews Crescent
Cardiff
CF10 3DD
United Kingdom

UK:
+44 (0) 2920 233 233
Moscow:
+7 (495) 692 24 28
Copenhagen: +45 373 088 71
Email:
enquiries@srkexploration.com
Web:
www.srkexploration.com
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